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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the concept and implementation of a
graphical user interface for the generation of electronic
sounds with a synthesizer. We have successfully imple-
mented a complex system of 3D-computer graphical in-
terfaces controlled by several MIDI-devices for a synaes-
thetic architecture. The processing of the sound defining
parameters using fuzzy sets and genetic algorithms in a
learning environment made this approach possible. We
show how the electronic music system lowers the difficul-
ties to generate target sounds in a purposeful manner.

1. INTRODUCTION

The range of electronic principles and tools for music pro-
duction is an exciting field and has become very large.
Much efforts were made developing new principles of
sound synthesis and creating new devices as well as con-
trollers translating motions into MIDI signals that control
sound generating devices. This development has exposed
the problems of a generally poor usability of electronic
musical instruments, in particular of synthesizers [1]-[5].
However, for the control of modern synthesizers several
dozens of switches, knobs and faders are available. But
similar keys and buttons will not respond with the same re-
sult and vice versa. Hence, providing novices and children
with modern sound systems, enabling them to compose or
play music in an intuitive manner arises as a challenging
task.

Our approach is inspired by synaesthetic concepts:
A certain perceptual mode is linguistically related with
terms belonging to a different perceptual mode by asso-
ciation or connotation. Such well-known metaphors are
warm soundsor cold colors; most common arecolored
sounds. Properties of sound should be described by visual
models or metaphors enabling auser-individualmapping,
memorization and reproduction of sounds. Significant
acoustic attributes are multisensually mapped on corre-
sponding terms of visual perception. In practice a 3D-
model which describes an electronically generated sound
can be manipulated to obtain a certain acoustic event. This
mapping neither is causal nor free of contradiction: it is
highly subjective. So this approach needs personaliza-
tion. Since each human has an individual perception, there

are provided tools for free personalization of the graphical
3D-user-interface.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

Figure 1. System overview of theSynthesizer.

The sound-shaping 3D-metaphor is controlled by the
use of a WIMP-interface (window, icon, mouse, pointer)
or MIDI-capable external interfaces. Therefore uncon-
ventional input devices allow interesting and new op-
portunities for live-performances. The control of pitch,
rhythm, melody, level and localization is preferably done
via MIDI-interfaces (Figure1). The whole system con-
sists of two software components: a sound-generator for
practical use as a music instrument (Synthesizer) and a
system for personalization of theSynthesizer(Assistant).

3. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1. Synthesizer

TheSynthesizeris implemented as a VST-Plugin and con-
sists of three parts: Sound generation by subtractive syn-
thesis, 3D-visualization as graphical user-interface and a



set of fuzzy-controllers for the mapping between user-
interface and sound-generator. The subtractive sound-
generator consists of basic algorithms and provides two
oscillators capable of generating sine-, sawtooth- and
pulsewaves. Furthermore there is implemented a random
gaussian noise, two ADSR-envelope-generators, one filter
(low-, high- or bandpass, 4-pole with resonance) and one
amplifier. This results in the sound-generator having 23
independent parameters.

The visualization and therefore the user-interface con-
sists of three abstract visual input-parameters:Form, Ma-
terial andColor. Visualization of the 3D-model is done
using a slightly modified OpenGL-API in order to work
within the VST-framework. The modifications were de-
rived from the MIVI-project [10].

The mapping of the parameters of the sound-generator
onto the very abstract visual metaphor was the essential
challenge: We had to figure out how the 23 parameters of
the sound-generator can be reduced simultaneously and
comprehensibly to five parameters of the visual metaphor.
We had to keep in mind, that this reduction underlies
the subjective perception of each user. Therefore we use
knowledge-based mapping with fuzzy-controllers which
are adaptable to each user. Due to this we take advantage
of the Free Fuzzy Logic Library [11], where plain ASCII-
files store fuzzy rules and invoke them at runtime.

Material and Color represent the static aspects of a
sound.Material is visualized as texture and represents the
very basic aspects of a sound: soft, neutral or rough. In
order to deal withColor, we brought up the principle of a
water-tap: It ranges from blue (cold sound) to red (warm
sound). The most flexible input-modality is theForm of
the 3D-model which influences the envelope-generators
and thus the behavior of the sound over time, the most
complex of all sensations. TheForm is derived from the
envelope of the sound-output and provides three indepen-
dent parameters:Height, WidthandBulb which are con-
trolled by two visual tools (Figure2). The mapping be-
tweenForm and envelope-generator is done either linear
or following rules of fuzzy logic.

Figure 2. 3D-model, providing five independent parame-
ters.

3.2. Personalization of the 3D user interface

The personalization of the user-interface turned out to
be a critical part. Hence theAssistantwas developed
as an additional software. It aids the user in assign-
ing best matching generated sounds to some preselected
metaphors. These assignments represent the mapping be-
tween the 3D-model and the sound-generator, being the
knowledge-base for computing fuzzy controllers accord-
ingly.

For the personalization we employ two distinct strate-
gies: On the one hand in amanual operation mode a
technical experienced user should be able to establish the
assignments without reducing the diversity of parameters
(Figure3). On the other hand in anautomaticoperation
mode a less experienced user should be faced with less
complexity. Therefore we employ a genetic algorithm as
an iterative optimization technique to find the best approx-
imations of theresult soundsto thetarget soundsgiven by
the user.

As metaphors to be processed we chose the ones that
reside in the corners of the two-dimensional space which
is spanned by the parameters color and material as well as
minimun and maximum of the parameters height, width
and bulb. So, for not overstraining the user a compro-
mise was found between the number of metaphors and the
resulting computation time needed for the whole person-
alization process.

Figure 3. Operation modes of theAssistant.

The personalization of theSynthesizerconsists of these
steps:

1. The 12 visual metaphors are presented to the user
(Figure 4). For each one an approximating result
sound has to be determined. The task is accom-
plished either manually or automatically, depending
on the musical/technical background of the user.

2. In this process the whole parameter-space is ex-
ploited to create suitable fuzzy-controllers in the



form of FCL files which are further used by theSyn-
thesizer.

Figure 4. The 12 metaphors used by theAssistantfor the
personalization of the Synthesizer.

In manual operation mode theAssistantis used just to
record the parameter-input of the user, followed by the
generation of the fuzzy controllers. In automatic mode
theAssistanthas to find a parameter combination and thus
the output of the sound-generator, which approximates the
target-sound as much as possible.

The set of possible result sounds is given by the set
of parameter combinationsC = P1 × . . . × P23 which
is defined as the cross product of the sets of the parame-
ter valuesPi (i = 1 . . . 23). This set represents the whole
parameter-space. The quality of any combinationc de-
notes its distance to the target sound. This is determined
through the evaluation functionf : C → R+. While the
aim is to select an optimal combinationc∗ ∈ C as the re-
sult sound so thatf (c∗) 6 f (c)∀c ∈ C holds, we result
in a combinatorial optimization problemP = (C, f).

In the case of the employed algorithm for subtractive
sound synthesis a solution space ofC = 5.4 · 1044 sounds
arises. An application of brute-force techniques, perform-
ing an evaluation of all possible solutions, would result in
an unacceptable increase of computation time. So we de-
cided to use a genetic algorithm [12]. The task can be ab-
stracted in terms of the genetic algorithm. A result sound
(individual) is represented by its unique parameter com-
binationc (genome). The optimization (evolution) is real-
ized employing operators that are adapted from the natural
principles ofselection, crossoverandmutation. The prob-
ability of selecting an individual is determined by its fit-
ness value which is returned from the evaluation function
f (c).

Beside the number of passed generations we also em-
ploy a convergence test as termination criterion. It checks
up whether in a certain period of time a given improve-
ment in fitness could be achieved. If not, convergence
to an optimal fitness value is assumed and the algorithm
terminates. This is necessary since the achievable fitness
value depends on the ability of the sound-generator to ap-
proximate the particular target sound. The fitness function
f (c) of any suggested result sound is calculated using
a distance measure to the target sound (Figure5). First
of all a difference spectrum is computed from the spec-
tra of both sounds. According to principles of psycho-
acoustics, a weighting and irrelevance reduction is done

on both spectra. The lower the difference spectrum, the
higher the fitness value of the respective result sound will
be. The function is defined as:

f (c) =

FFT _windows∑
i=1

FFT _bands∑
j=1

sf
∣∣∣v (t)ij − v (c)ij

∣∣∣
max [num_samples (t) , num_samples (c)]

wheret denotes the target sound andsf ∈ [0, 1] a psycho-
acoustic weighting factor based on the human audible
curve. v (t) andv (c) indicate the FFT spectra of target
and result sound.

Figure 5. Determination of the fitness value of a result
sound in automatic operation mode.

For the evaluation of the automatic operation mode
we employed an experimentally derived configuration for
the genetic algorithm: 10 populations with 70 individu-
als each were running at the same time. 2-point-crossover
and flip-mutation with respective probabilitiespc = 0.9
andpm = 0.03 were used. The maximum number of 500
generations was defined, whereas after every 50 genera-
tions a convergence test was made.

4. RESULTS

The first challenges for providing a new and exciting user-
interface for sound-synthesis were accomplished with the
integration of 3D-visualization within the VST-framework
as well as the use of non-linear mapping from few to many
parameters using fuzzy-logic. With the proposed tech-
niques we solved this task while achieving the conditions
of typical music production environments: For example,
on a machine with Pentium 4 3GHz-CPU, 512MB DDR-
RAM and OpenGL-accelerated graphics-card we achieve
up to 16Synthesizersrunning at the same time without
loss of synchronisation and sound-quality using Steinberg
Cubase SX 2.0.

The second challenge was to evaluate and optimize the
3D-visualization: This led to important questions:

1. Is it possible to distinguish sounds significantly us-
ing the metaphorsForm, Material, andColor?



2. How much are these metaphors influenced by the
user’s individual perception?

Evaluations were made which turned out that the visual
metaphors could not be employed as an exclusive control-
ling strategy for theSynthesizer. There is the need for an
individual personalization of the user-interface for each
user. This particular problem led us to the development of
theAssistant.

Experienced users are able to use theAssistantin man-
ual operation mode. The automatic operation mode turnes
out to be useful if the sound-generator is able to approxi-
mate a target sound quite well. At the end the quality of
the result sounds depends on the sound generation tech-
nique as well as the kind of target sound. Complex, in
particular impulsive, target sounds do not yield satisfying
results.

User evaluation was done in a two-stage set of tests
which consists of generation and verification. In the first
step expert users had to use theAssistantin manual opera-
tion mode. In the second step the previously derived
metaphor sound assignments should be verified by the par-
ticipants of the test. The result sounds acquired during the
configuration by theAssistantwith expert users were pre-
sented several times in mixed order to other participants,
whereby they had to classify them into projections of the
metaphor space.

The hypothesis of an overall multisensual conjunction
betweenColor, Material and sound can only be confirmed
partially. TheForm-parameters controlling the temporal
invariant part of the sound turned out to be a problem.
The thesis which states a perceptual conjunction between
shape and sound does only barely hold. It turned out in
particular that the effects of adjusting the metaphorsWidth
andBulbare not intuitively understood by the users.

The complexity of the presented questions prevents us
from giving a general conclusion for the interaction of vi-
sual and acoustic parameters.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a modular software which combines vir-
tual analog sound-synthesis, 3D-enabled user-interface
and machine-learning for optimization and personaliza-
tion. This learning-system employs genetic algorithms,
digital signal processing, fuzzy logic and several tech-
niques of sound-generation. We think that the personaliza-
tion of electronic musical instruments is a new and inter-
esting approach for the creation of intuitive and responsive
sound toys and music devices [13]. Actual computing-
technologies offer a rich potential to fulfill theses ideas
based on artificial intelligence and smart devices.
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